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I. INTRODUCTION

For many years, leaders of the Institute and state CPA societies
have collaborated on a variety of activities in common strategic
priority areas. In 1992, the National Planning Conference was
refocused to enhance these collaborative efforts and provide a
better basis for collaborative planning. Following this conference,
an AICPA/State CPA Society Collaborative Planning Subcommittee was
appointed to develop a collaborative planning process for the
future and to oversee the implementation of collaborative actions
in common strategic priority areas.
Further efforts to enhance collaboration were taken during the
1993-94 committee year when the Institute restructured its forward
looking program to create for the first time a truly collaborative
planning process for the state CPA societies and the Institute.
With this restructuring, the Institute continued to strengthen its
commitment to the development and implementation of ways of sharing
responsibilities with the state societies in common strategic
priority areas. The revised program should aid in advancing the
interests of the profession, the Institute's membership and the
memberships of the state CPA societies; reducing duplicative
services; and creating a more efficient and cost effective manner
to deliver services to members.

II. RESTRUCTURED FORWARD-LOOKING PROGRAM FOR 1993-94
The Institute's forward-looking program during the year continued
to utilize the process followed by the Institute in the past but
was restructured as follows:

A. The Collaborative Identification of Issues and Trends

In March,
the AICPA Strategic Planning Committee,
the
Collaborative Planning Subcommittee and twelve state CPA
society representatives actively participated in sessions at
which information generated through the Institute's Trend
Monitoring System and other sources was utilized to identify
issues and trends of potential concern to the Institute and/or
the state CPA societies.
B. The Collaborative Development of an AICPA/State CPA
Societies' "Common View of the Future"

In April, utilizing the information developed at the issue
identification session,
a second meeting of the AICPA
Strategic Planning Committee, the Collaborative Planning
Subcommittee and fifteen state CPA society representatives was
held at which participants developed a common view of the
future (i.e., a common set of planning assumptions about the
future) shared by the Institute and state CPA societies.
3

C. A Joint AICPA/State CPA Societies' Strategic Planning Survey

In May, a joint Institute/State CPA Society strategic planning
survey on members' expectations and needs was undertaken to
generate additional information and other relevant quanti
tative and qualitative data for use in addressing the
challenges and opportunities of the future. (The final survey
results were under production at the time that this Committee
report was produced. A final survey report will be distributed
under separate cover.)
D. The Collaborative Development of Strategic Recommendations
In July, the AICPA Strategic Planning Committee and its
Collaborative Planning Subcommittee held a joint AICPA/State
CPA Societies' Workshop on Strategic Planning. Twenty-nine
state societies were represented at this workshop as well as
the Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Institute and Institute
staff, and other invited guests — including the Chair of the
AICPA Information Technology Executive Committee and a
representative from the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants. A series of concurrent breakout discussions were
held at which participants considered the environmental and
survey data collected over the year and developed a set of
recommendations
for programs and activities
in common
strategic priority areas for the Institute and state CPA
societies to pursue collaboratively; recommendations for the
Institute to pursue on its own; and recommendations for the
state CPA societies to pursue.

III. RESULTS OF RESTRUCTURED FORWARD-LOOKING PROGRAM FOR 1993-94

In August 1994, a meeting was held at which the Strategic Planning
Committee and the Collaborative Planning Subcommittee considered
the data — collaboratively gathered and developed during the year
— to determine if any of these data should cause changes to be
made to the Institute's strategic plan (as presented in the
November 1993 Report of the Strategic Planning Committee).
At this meeting, participants discussed the Institute's Mission
Statement and objectives in light of environmental changes and
concluded that no modifications were needed. The Institute's
current Mission Statement and Objectives appear on page 9.

The "Common View of the Future” (i.e., accounting-specific planning
assumptions about the future) which was collaboratively developed
in April was also considered. Participants concluded that a few
previously-identified assumptions should be deleted and/or modified
and many new planning assumptions should be added. The revised
"Common View of the Future” - which summarizes the accounting
specific planning assumptions - is provided on pages 11-20.
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Since the "Common View of the Future” was revised, it was then
necessary to consider recommendations for programs and activities
to address future challenges and opportunities. Utilizing various
data including the recommendations developed at the July 1994
Workshop, participants reviewed the series of recommendations
previously-identified in the November 1993 Report of the Strategic
Planning
Committee
and
concluded
that
several
of
these
recommendations should be revised or deleted either because they
have been incorporated into current Institute activities, were
completed, or were determined to be non-implementable. A summary
of current Institute activities and programs stratified under
objectives appears in Appendix A.
Participants also developed new recommendations for the Institute
as well as new recommendations for the Institute and state CPA
societies
to
collaboratively
address.
Certain
of
these
collaborative recommendations address the Institute's strategic
thrusts and were, therefore, listed under the appropriate strategic
thrusts. All recommendations pertaining to strategic thrusts appear
on pages 21-36.
The collaborative recommendations that do not relate directly to a
strategic thrust appear on pages 41-43.

Consideration was also given to the current set of strategic
thrusts previously-identified in the November 1993 Report of the
Strategic Planning Committee. Participants reviewed the current set
of strategic thrusts to determine if revisions, additions or
deletions were required. It was concluded that the strategic thrust
on the changing economic and demographic environment - ”Help
Accounting Firms To Meet The Managerial Challenges of a Changing
Economic and Demographic Environment” should be revised to
encompass all segments of the Institute's membership as well as
various challenges beyond managerial challenges. This resulted in
the following revised strategic thrust:
O

"HELP MEMBERS MEET THE CHALLENGES OF A CHANGING ECONOMIC AND
DEMOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT”

Participants also concluded that the strategic thrust on the
international business environment - "Assist Members in Enhancing
Their
Expertise
in
Dealing
with
International
Business
Opportunities and Challenges ”
- was unnecessary since it was
encompassed by the revised strategic thrust on the changing
economic and demographic environment (noted above).
Slight revisions were also made to one strategic thrust so as to
reflect revisions in specific recommendations.
This strategic
thrust, as revised, appears below.

O

"MAKE FINANCIAL REPORTING MORE RELEVANT, UNDERSTANDABLE
AND BENEFICIAL TO USERS, BY FOCUSING ON THE IMPLEMENTA
TION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FINANCIAL REPORTING
SPECIAL COMMITTEE.”
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In addition, participants discussed the current structure of state
regulation of the profession as well as many of the forces driving
this topic to the forefront including: the increasing number of
entities involved in inter-state and international operations; the
growth of multi-state firms; the expansion and specialization of
CPA services; the lack of ease in moving into and practicing in
different jurisdictions; the problems associated with quality
review procedures; and the difficulties in adopting the Uniform
Accountancy Act. As a result of these deliberations, participants
recommended adoption of the following new strategic thrust.
o

"RE-EVALUATE THE CURRENT STRUCTURE FOR STATE REGULATION."

The complete set of strategic thrusts appears on page 9.

As a result of this restructuring of the Institute's forward
looking program, the following report — collaboratively developed
during the year — effectively incorporates recommendations for the
Institute to pursue as well as recommendations for the Institute
and state CPA societies to pursue collaboratively to address the
significant opportunities and challenges of the future.
IV. Monitoring Implementation of Current Recommendations

Throughout the committee year, the Strategic Planning Committee
monitored efforts to implement the strategic recommendations
contained in the November 1993 Report of the Strategic Planning
Committee.
In addition, the AICPA/State CPA Society Collaborative Planning
Subcommittee provided oversight of the implementation of the
previously-identified set of collaborative actions in common
strategic priority areas. (See pages 44-45 for an update on 1993-94
collaborative programs.)
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PART TWO:

AICPA REVISED STRATEGIC PLAN
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AICPA MISSION STATEMENT

The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants is the national
professional organization for all Certified Public Accountants. The mission of
the AICPA is to act on behalf of its members and provide necessary support to
assure that CPAs servethe public interest in performing the highest quality
professional services.
In fulfilling its mission, the AICPA gives priority to
those areas where public reliance on CPA skills is most significant.

OBJECTIVES

REVISED STRATEGIC THRUSTS

To achieve its mission, the Institute:

The Institute's objectives and mission can
be better accomplished if current programs
and activities are strengthened as follows:

Recruiting and Education
•

Encourages highly qualified individ
uals — without regard to
race,
color, religion, sex, age, national
origin, disability, or marital status
— to become CPAs and promotes the
availability of outstanding academic
programs.

•

Actively seek to improve the quality
of accounting education and promote
the availability of quality accounting
programs.

•

Make
financial
reporting
more
relevant,
understandable,
and
beneficial to users by focusing on the
implementation of the recommendations
of the Financial Reporting Special
Committee.

•

Assist members as
scope
of
their
specialized areas.

•

Assist members in expanding the attest
function to new types of information
and increasing the value of attest
services.

•

Enhance communications with members,
the public, and the business community
about the duties, responsibilities,
professionalism,
and competency of
members.

•

Work to reduce members'
litigation.

•

Help members meet the challenges of a
changing economic
and demographic
environment.

Certification and Licensing
•

Promotes uniform certification and
licensing standards for CPAs at the
highest possible level.

Standards and Performance

•

Provides standards, sets requirements,
and assists members in continually
improving their professional conduct,
performance,
and
expertise
and
monitors professional performance to
enforce professional standards and
requirements.

Communications

•

Promotes public confidence in the
integrity, objectivity, competence and
professionalism of AICPA members and
the quality of services they perform.

Advocacy

•

Serves as the national representative
of CPAs to government,
regulatory
bodies and other organizations.

the
in

exposure to

Develop a major focus on the impact of
technology on the profession.

Develop
AICPA.

Adjusting to Change

•

they expand
activities

Assists members in understanding and
adjusting to changes in the worldwide
economic and political as well as
technological environments.

a

quality

program

for

the

Re-evaluate the current structure for
state regulation.
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II.

AN AICPA/STATE CPA SOCIETIES' COMMON VIEW OF THE FUTURE
Introduction

The following section presents an AICPA/State CPA Societies' Common
View of the Future which is based upon revisions and additions to
the series of accounting-specific planning assumptions previously
developed by the Strategic Planning Committee in 1993. These new
and revised planning assumptions were developed at the April 1994
meeting of the Strategic Planning Committee, the Collaborative
Planning Subcommittee and several state CPA society representa
tives .
The following planning assumptions deal specifically with the
accounting profession and are categorized into five major areas, in
effect, the driving forces that will shape the future for CPAs:
globalization,
technology,
competition,
complexity and human
resources.
In addition,
several assumptions relate to the
Institute and state societies.

Although the accounting-specific planning assumptions are grouped
under specific driving forces, they are not mutually exclusive.
They do represent what is likely to occur in the future without
consideration of actions the Institute might take to influence
change.
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AN AICPA/STATE CPA SOCIETIES' COMMON VIEW OF THE FUTURE
Globalization - Greater international trading, increased develop
ment of economic blocs, the rise of market-driven economies,
increased competition for capital in cross-border activities,
emerging trade agreements between nations of the Americas, and
greater international investments.
o

The impact of globalization will extend to all CPAs in all
geographic regions.

o

Accountants in the U.S. and their counterparts in other
countries will increasingly demand reciprocity.
Non-U.S.
citizens wishing to be licensed in the U.S. will increasingly
challenge U.S. and state criteria for becoming, and practicing
as, a CPA.

o

Globalization of capital markets and cross-border servicing
will create a greater need to focus on compliance with
international standards of accounting and auditing. There will
be an increasing need for multi-cultural information and
training and education, particularly methods which utilize
technology-based delivery systems.

o

The U.S. will increasingly serve as a training ground for
residents of other countries desiring business experiences.

o

International environmental standards and regulations will
continue to have growing influence on CPAs, their employers
and their clients.

Technology - Changes in developments in computers, information
technology, communications, and the various impacts of such changes
in organizations, personnel needs, and the like.
o

Information and communications technologies and technological
linkages will continue to have enormous and often unanticipat
ed consequences for society in general and CPAs, accounting
firms, and other employers of CPAs in particular.
These
developments have widespread implications for:
the production, operation, marketing and delivery of
products and services;
work structures and styles;
the access, interaction, utilization, customization,
distribution, validation and verification of information;
education and educational tools;
skills and knowledge;
performance and conduct;
specialization of services;
human resources (e.g., lifestyle considerations);
practice management;
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-

cooperative ventures and business-to-business relation
ships ;
competition from within and outside the profession;
ethics and integrity issues;
standards, laws and regulations governing the accounting
profession;
the scope of CPA services; and
the expectations placed upon, and the image of, CPAs.

o

Members of the accounting profession will increasingly look
for information and leadership on technology-based services
and products and the ramifications of such services and
products on the profession and its constituents
(e.g.,
employers, clients, vendors, etc.)

o

New standards, regulations and laws will be forthcoming in the
technological area.

o

Organizations of all types and sizes have an increasing need
to make the necessary investment in technology.

o

As an alternative to heavy investment, some CPAs and firms
will increasingly specialize and practice within narrow areas
depending on their size and the background, training, and
inclinations of their personnel.
Networking among CPAs,
employers of CPAs, and other professional service firms and
organizations
will
accelerate.
Accounting
firms
will
accelerate their alignment with non-CPA organizations and vice
versa.
More accounting firms will utilize non-CPAs.

o

Technology also holds implications for organizational and
personnel needs. As the need continues to expand for experi
enced personnel, the structure of accounting firms will
continue to change.

o

Changes in the education process will continue to be required
to adequately prepare accountants for entry into the profes
sion.
In addition, there will continue to be an increasing
number of options for utilizing technology as a tool in
satisfying educational requirements for certification and
licensure.

o

CPAs' clients will increasingly rely more on technology (e.g.,
tax packages) than on CPAs' professional services.
The rate
at which small businesses use computer-generated financial
statements will increase and such usage may expand to other
areas (e.g., filings).

o

In
addition,
professionals
will
increasingly
professional
associations
and
organizations
to
necessary information about technology.
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bypass
obtain

o

Accounting firms and other employers of CPAs will increasingly
utilize vendors that provide total systems for their internal
functions rather than "piece-meal” systems.

Competition - Changes in competition
profession and from outside sources.

arising

both

within

the

o

Competition will continue to intensify in traditional CPA
service areas and there will be increasing competition from
non-licensed services providers. As a result, accounting firms
will diversify into other areas and away from traditional
services. As accounting firms move into diversified services,
they will restructure based on industry/market segments. There
will likely be greater use of separate groups for separate
functions within firms, particularly the larger accounting
organizations. Accounting firms will respond favorably to
support entities, including but not limited to accounting
societies, that support their diversified services.

o

The demand for non-traditional services will increase and
there will be more opportunities for accountants to demon
strate leadership on, and address the growing need for,
cost/benefit considerations in connection with social reform
issues (e.g., health care reforms, environmental reforms and
educational reforms).

o

Competition in auditing services — emanating from within as
well as from outside the profession — will become more
intense. At the same time, the boundaries between disciplines
within CPA firms will increasingly overlap (e.g., consultants
and auditors will both be involved in attestation services).

o

The organizational teams utilized by accounting firms to
provide client services will increasingly be composed of
professionals with expertise in a variety of sub-specialties
and disciplines. Non-CPA consulting experts will be needed to
provide services in newly emerging practice areas.

o

Businesses and not-for-profit organizations will increasingly
outsource internal functions, such as information processing
and accounting functions, which may create new practice areas
for public accounting firms and other employers of CPAs. The
application of continuous process improvement strategies will
improve the business operations and service delivery systems
of professional service firms and organizations as well as
other business and non-profit organizations.

o

CPAs will have increasing opportunities and responsibilities
resulting from environmental issues and there will be increas
ing pressure to broaden existing accounting and auditing
standards to take into account the current and future environ
mental costs of management decisions. CPAs, CPA firms and
15

other employers of CPAs, as well as their clients, will
increasingly desire education, standards and guidance on
environmental accounting and auditing issues.
o

CPAs will be involved with a greater range of services,
including new types of non-attestation services, which may
increase the challenges facing CPAs regarding independence,
objectivity, conflicts of interest, and the AICPA's ethical
rules of professional conduct. A smaller number of firms will
provide attest services.

o

The percentage of accounting firms billing services on a time
basis will decline.

o

The number of women owners in CPA firms will increase.

o

Financial services
public accounting
accounting firms.

conglomerates will continue to acquire
firms but not operate them as public

o

Greater pressures will be placed on the integrity and objec
tivity of CPAs and will continue to challenge the profession
in the future.
In the final analysis, the profession will
continue to be judged by the quality and usefulness of its
client services.

o

Given these and other developments, it will be increasingly
more difficult to describe what is meant by the term "account
ing firm.”

Complexity - Constantly changing tax laws, the development of
innovative financing techniques, questions about the effectiveness
of the audit function, and questions about the utility of periodic
historical cost financial statements.

o

There will be continued complexity and frequent changes in tax
systems and the increasing complexity of financial reporting
will continue to make professional standards more complex,
difficult and costly to apply.

o

The role of CPAs employed outside of public accounting, as
well as the success of accounting firms, will increasingly be
influenced by business cycles; regional economic structural
changes; lifestyle considerations; and technological develop
ments and applications.
In addition, seasonality will
continue to be an issue.

o

The attest function will continue to expand to cover a much
wider range of information.

o

CPAs, as auditors and preparers of financial statements, will
have greater responsibility for fraud prevention and detec
16

tion, reporting on internal controls,
compliance with laws and regulations.

and

reporting

on

o

The gap between the public's perceptions for the profession
and the ability of the profession to meet them will continue.
Overall, there will be a disconnect between what members of
the profession need and expect in terms of services, products,
and activities compared to what the Institute and state CPA
societies can provide.

o

As the scope of services expands, the "identity crisis"
confronting the accounting profession will intensify and the
press and politicians will continue to influence the image of
CPAs. In addition, there will likely be an increasing number
of difficulties confronting the U.S. accounting profession as
the number of individuals who do not perceive accounting as a
profession increases. There will also be public expectations
that professionals should give something back to society.

o

Governments — at both the state and federal levels — will
continue to influence the profession.
Challenges to the
profession's disciplinary process will continue and the
profession's sanctioning process will continue to be criti
cized.

o

There will be increasing pressure on governments to control
standard-setting processes and continued pressure for CPAs to
take on "watchdog roles."

o

State legislation will become increasingly important to CPAs
and per capita cost of state and federal government will
increase.

o

As increased disclosures are required in financial reports,
there will be an increasing liability exposure for both CPA
preparers and auditors. Professional liability concerns will
put more pressure on standard-setting processes and increase
the scrutiny on the profession's quality and scope of
services.

o

The value of historical-cost financial statements will decline
relative to the value of future-oriented financial and nonfinancial information and performance measures.
The content
of financial statements will increasingly need to be adapted
for specialized industries. The on-demand need for financial
information will increase in importance in relation to
traditional periodic financial reporting. In addition, the
economic impact of changes in financial reporting standards
will continue to pressure standard-setting bodies.

o

CPAs will continue to confront difficulty in their efforts to
comply with professional standards. Compliance issues in GAAP
17

financial statement preparation will bring even more pressure
to bear on the establishment of dual financial statement
standards (Big/Little GAAP).

o

There will be more pressure for uniform licensing standards of
CPAs among states and internationally. In addition, there is
an increasing pressure for national licensure to achieve
uniformity (nationally and internationally).

o

There will be demands for licensure of various areas of
practice and the likelihood of disciplinary actions against
CPAs for technical and ethical violations will increase. At
the same time, some segments of the profession will terminate
their licenses as they increasingly provide services for which
no license is required.

o

The potential for two-tier licensure will increase in response
to government oversight and regulation. This oversight of the
profession by government may result in new criteria for
evaluating acceptable performance.

Human Resources - Shifts in the populations of the U.S. as well as
changes occurring within the available supply of CPAs.
o

The pool of accounting graduates will remain relatively
constant.
Although the pool of accounting candidates will
include more women and non-CPAs, it will continue to lack
sufficient representation for minority groups.

o

More entry-level accountants overall will enter into the
industry segment of the profession than into the public
practice segment. However, the supply of potential employees
for accounting firms and other employers of CPAs (e.g., CPAs,
accounting graduates, retirees, and non-CPAs) may exceed the
demand for such employees.

o

There will be increasing diversity among those employed in
accounting functions in terms of their ethnicity, gender,
educational and professional backgrounds, life experiences and
values as well as ways of thinking and behaving. At the same
time, the skills required of CPAs will be more diverse.
Furthermore, a recognition that security comes from employ
ability not employment will challenge employers to undertake
greater efforts to continuously train employees and make them
more valuable as a means of achieving "loyalty.”

o

Firms and organizations will continue to alter their
organizational structures and methods of operation to enhance
the contributions that the increasing number of women in
accounting will continue to make to the profession and its
constituents.
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o

Accounting firms and other employers of CPAs will need to
continue to recognize and respond to work/family issues (e.g.,
lifestyle considerations).

o

The percentage of people in long-term career positions with
the same employer will decline.
The duration of a CPA's
employment in public practice will shorten once his or her
practice requirements are met.

o

The rate of employee turnover will continue to increase
resulting in higher costs for recruiting, selecting and
training personnel. Higher turnover at accounting firms will
make client relations continually more difficult and will
increasingly cause clients to want to have more direct
"partner” contact.

o

The burden/cost of getting and maintaining the CPA certificate
and license will increase.

The Institute and State CPA Societies - Changes in members, their
attitudes, and the significance of membership in relation to other
organizations as well as increasing economic and competitive
pressures.
o

The AICPA and state CPA societies will need to modify and
adapt operational structures and policies to meet the increas
ingly diverse interest on the part of their membership
constituencies and workforces. Quality of life considerations
will become more important in making commitments to profes
sional organizations, with members and employees seeking more
"lifestyle” time.

o

The value of membership in the AICPA and state CPA societies
will continue to be questioned and there will continue to be
an organizational overlap between the AICPA and state CPA
societies.
The AICPA will continue to have more stringent
membership requirements than the state CPA societies.

o

The Institute and state CPA societies will experience in
creased competition from other membership organizations who
will make available professional programs, products, and
services traditionally provided by the AICPA and state CPA
societies. In addition, other professional organizations will
increasingly provide specialty designations for aspects of
accounting or accounting practice.
These competitive pres
sures will make collective action at the AICPA and state CPA
societies more difficult.

o

Providing standards of professional performance and conduct
and enforcing compliance will continue to be one of the
Institute's most important and difficult roles.
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o

Both the AICPA and state CPA societies will face increasing
economic pressures and continuing education will continue to
be an economic concern for the AICPA and state CPA societies.
At the same time, there will be an increasing need for the
AICPA and state societies to become more politically
sophisticated, proactive and responsive as government scrutiny
increases.

o

Highly qualified members will be less likely to lead or
participate in the activities of the Institute and/or state
CPA societies and keeping leadership and member constituencies
adequately informed will continue to be a challenge. The need
for the AICPA and state CPA societies to maintain a dialogue
and open channels of communication with State Boards of
Accountancy will grow.

o

While the increasing involvement and intervention of state
boards of accountancy in peer review will complicate the
administration of the AI CPA-approved peer review program, peer
review/quality review efforts will continue to be effective in
maintaining and improving the quality of practice.
However,
concerns about exposure to unreasonable litigation will
continue to be a major issue for the profession. As a result,
efforts to seek relief from unreasonable litigation will
intensify.

o

Growing public concerns about accountability will intensify
the need for the AICPA and state CPA societies to take, in
partnership, proactive positions on national issues.

o

Finally, as the mind sets of many members of the profession
continue to change from "what have you done for me?" to "what
have you done to me?", there will be a greater need for the
AICPA and state CPA societies to examine how they are
defined(i.e.,
as trade associations or as professional
societies?).
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III. REVISED STRATEGIC THRUSTS AND STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

Following are the revised and new strategic thrusts as well as
specific strategic recommendations developed in response to
assumptions about the future. These recommendations include:
o

Several suggested action plans identified previously in the
November 1993 Report of the Strategic Planning Committee;

o

Recommendations developed at the AICPA/State CPA Societies'
Workshop on Strategic Planning in July, 1994; and

o

Recommendations
developed
at
Committee's August 1994 meeting.

the

Strategic

Planning

In most instances, the strategic recommendations for the Institute
to pursue on its own, as well as the collaborative recommendations
for the Institute and state CPA societies to pursue, naturally fell
into specific topic areas (i.e., sub-thrusts) under each strategic
thrust. These strategic recommendations are classified as either
recommendations for the Institute to pursue on its own or
collaborative recommendations for the Institute to pursue together
with the state CPA societies.
Collaborative recommendations for the Institute and state CPA
societies to pursue which do not relate directly to the Institute's
strategic thrusts appear on pages 41-43.

When considered together, these strategic recommendations form the
basis for each strategic thrust. However, neither the strategic
thrusts nor the strategic recommendations under each strategic
thrust are prioritized.
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THRUST:

ACTIVELY SEEK TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF ACCOUNTING
EDUCATION AND PROMOTE THE AVAILABILITY OF QUALITY
ACCOUNTING PROGRAMS.

Discussions to improve the quality of accounting education and
promote the availability of quality accounting programs led to a
series of strategic recommendations under the following topics.
STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INSTITUTE
Accounting Education
o

Enhance efforts to redefine accounting curricula to reflect
current trends in the profession including such developments
as the continued expansion and specialization of CPA services
and the increasing use of technology. At the same time,
emphasize ethics as part of the curricula as well as the
auditing of process rather than auditing of results.

o

Study the effects of efforts to incorporate more technical
courses into the 150-hour requirement.

o

Develop new, or enhance existing, Institute activities to
respond to various developments influencing, or likely to
influence, the 150-hour requirement including the recent
IMA/FEI study on corporate accountants "What Corporate America
Wants in Entry-Level Accountants."

Management Accounting

o

Undertake appropriate programs to develop or enhance efforts
addressing the preparation of accountants for careers in
management accounting including:

the development or sponsorship of research activities and
studies to determine what academic institutions are
currently doing to meet management accountants' needs;
participation with other organizations in the development
of programs to prepare entry-level management accountants
(e.g., the development of an Institute response to the
FEI/IMA study "What Corporate America Wants In EntryLevel Accountants"); and
efforts to provide greater recognition of the educational
needs of management accountants.
Accounting Firm Recruitment and Hiring Processes
o

The Institute's leadership as well as the management and human
resources professionals of accounting firms should work
together to study trends in hiring and recruiting processes
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and to prepare appropriate programs to respond to those
developments. This effort should include market research
activities to stay abreast of market developments.
COLLABORATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE AICPA AND STATE CPA SOCIETIES

Accounting Education
o

Work with State CPA societies to establish committees to
proactively work with colleges and universities to encourage
needed curriculum changes and increase the awareness of the
future needs of the profession.
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THRUST:

MAKE FINANCIAL REPORTING MORE RELEVANT, UNDERSTANDABLE
AND BENEFICIAL TO USERS, BY FOCUSING ON THE IMPLEMENTA
TION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FINANCIAL REPORTING
SPECIAL COMMITTEE.

Discussions to make financial reporting more relevant, under
standable and beneficial to users led to a series of strategic
recommendations under the following topics.

STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INSTITUTE
Financial Reporting Special Committee
o

Continue efforts to make financial reporting more relevant,
understandable and beneficial to users by enhancing the
support given to the programs and activities of the newlycreated AICPA Coordinating Committee — a follow-up committee
to the Financial Reporting Special Committee —
which give
serious consideration to the implementation of the Financial
Reporting Special Committee's recommendations.

Big GAAP/Little GAAP
o

Given the increasing complexities of accounting and the
business environment, carefully and thoroughly consider the
issue of Big GAAP/Little GAAP.

COLLABORATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE AICPA AND STATE CPA SOCIETIES
Financial Reporting Special Committee

o

Enhance efforts to work with the state CPA societies, FASB,
SEC and others on accepting and supporting the recommendations
of the AICPA Financial Reporting Special Committee.
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THRUST:

ASSIST MEMBERS AS THEY EXPAND THE SCOPE OP THEIR ACTIVI
TIES IN SPECIALIZED AREAS.

Discussions on assisting members as they expand the scope of their
activities in specialized areas led to a series of strategic
recommendations under the following topics.
STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INSTITUTE

Assistance in Identifying, and Improving Expertise in, New Practice
Areas
o

Discuss and identify the range of traditional and nontraditional CPA services likely to be offered in the future by
performing additional research and data collection activities,
such as surveys, to elicit the necessary data.

o

Take additional steps to: help members actively establish new
service markets and expand products and services; promote
CPAs' expertise in new practice areas; and develop CPE and
training programs to assist members in educating their clients
in new practice areas.

o

Consider programs for providing additional technical informa
tion and assistance in new practice areas.

o

Enhance
the
newly-created
approach
for
obtaining
and
maintaining credentials and give additional consideration to
investigating the designation of specialists in emerging
specialized
practice
areas,
particularly
the
broad
implications the increasing recognition of specialists has for
CPAs and their professional organizations. Emphasis should be
placed upon ensuring that the financial viability of creden
tial programs is maintained.

Voluntary Practice Monitoring
o

Consider establishment of voluntary practice monitoring
procedures in new practice areas to maintain and improve the
quality of professional services performed by members of the
profession.

Environmental Accounting and Reporting

o

Establish an Institute Task Force to, among other activities:
survey the profession regarding current activities involving
environmental concerns; contract with the appropriate experts
to develop a major "seed document" which will: create a
foundation for further Institute involvement in environmental
accounting and auditing areas; evaluate the current state of
environmental accounting and auditing issues; describe the
implications of environmental accounting and auditing; study
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proposed and existing laws and regulations on environmental
compliance requirements; outline major challenges and opportu
nities; and provide recommendations for future action.
o

{Using this "seed document"} give additional support to the
Institute's involvement in an AICPA/CICA/EPA conference on the
environment scheduled for October/November 1995.

New Committees/Voluntary Member Sections/Divisions
o

Undertake additional efforts to monitor the need for, and if
appropriate the development of, new voluntary membership
divisions/sections to respond to the expanding specialization
of services.

o

Actively promote the existence of the
associate classification for non-CPAs.

Institute

section

COLLABORATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE AICPA AND STATE CPA SOCIETIES

Environmental Accounting and Reporting
o

Undertake communications efforts with the state CPA societies,
including a video, to heighten members' awareness of various
environmental accounting and auditing issues and further
members'
understanding
of
the
opportunities
and
responsibilities related to environmental issues.
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THRUST:

ASSIST MEMBERS IN EXPANDING THE ATTEST FUNCTION TO NEW
TYPES OF INFORMATION AND INCREASING THE VALUE OF ATTEST
SERVICES.

Discussions to improve assistance to members in expanding the
attest function and in increasing the value of attest services
led to a series of strategic recommendations under the following
topics.
STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INSTITUTE
Expansion of the Audit/Attest Function

o

Provide greater assistance to CPAs in expanding services
outside the "current” attest/audit area, by providing, through
non-authoritative practice aids, practical ”How To” guidance
to members that assists management in analyzing their finan
cial conditions, operating results, and capital needs.

Assistance in Enhancing the Value of Attest Services
o

Examine the impact on member services resulting from a smaller
number of firms providing attest services.

o

Consider development and publication of checklists on legal
and regulatory requirements for specific industries as well as
other tools that will assist CPA firms in the conduct of
attest and compliance engagements. At a minimum, AICPA
publications — such as industry alerts, accounting guides and
CPE materials — should tell CPAs how to get information about
such requirements.

COLLABORATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE AICPA AND STATE CPA SOCIETIES

Expansion of the Audit/Attest Function
o

Work together with the state CPA societies in supporting the
work of the AICPA Coordinating Committee — the follow-up to
the Special Committee on Financial Reporting — and the
Special Committee on Assurance Services to identify the kinds
of assurance services needed by clients, the types of services
now provided, and the services needed but CPAs believe are
proscribed from performing by professional standards. Use this
information to create or revise auditing standards for attest
services and to develop information and educational materials
for CPAs. Pay particular attention to obtaining information
from committees both at the Institute and state societies
which represent industry members or deal with specific
industries. In addition, take steps to more effectively and
regularly
(e.g.,
every
three
months)
communicate
the
Committee's
work
through
Institute
and
state
society
publications.
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THRUST:

ENHANCE COMMUNICATIONS WITH MEMBERS, THE PUBLIC, AND THE
BUSINESS COMMUNITY ABOUT THE DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES,
PROFESSIONALISM, AND COMPETENCY OF MEMBERS.

Discussions to enhance communications with various audiences led to
a series of strategic recommendations under the following topics.
STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INSTITUTE
The Image of the CPA

o

Promote the CPA designation as the highest level of knowledge
in the financial area and help various audiences better
understand the competency and professionalism of CPAs as well
as the nature of services performed by them and their
qualifications. Emphasis should be placed on communications
activities which define what CPAs are and help to eliminate
the perception that CPAs are "number-crunchers."

o

Consider a national campaign and platform utilizing a CPA
(with a media personality) to improve the image of the CPA
which would include regular appearances on various media.

o

Improve efforts which communicate the virtues of a career in
accounting as a "stepping stone" to higher-level career
positions.

Communications With Members
o

Expand The CPA Letter to include more information for members.

o

Consider creation of a brief monthly listing of what the AICPA
does for members in industry in addition to the current
coverage of the Journal of Accountancy.

Public Service

o

Improve efforts to enhance the prestige of the CPA by develop
ing new, or improving existing, communications and public
relations programs to recognize and promote the accounting
profession's history of performing, supporting and encouraging
public service.
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THRUST:

WORK TO REDUCE MEMBERS' EXPOSURE TO LITIGATION.

Discussions on members' exposure to litigation led to a series of
strategic recommendations under the following topic.
STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INSTITUTE

Reducing Members' Exposure to Litigation
o

Perform a comprehensive legal review of existing Institute
standards to formulate an overall framework and detailed
approaches to the modification of standards which minimize
unwarranted liability exposure, especially with respect to the
unintended application of three-party standards and the
responsibility to two-party services.

o

Explore the possibility of identifying a pool
witnesses who have served on AICPA committee(s).

o

Assess the need for risk management and assessment education
and, if such a need exists, develop and distribute appropriate
educational programs and practice aids, particularly programs
and practice aids directed toward small CPA firms.

of

expert

COLLABORATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE AICPA AND STATE CPA SOCIETIES

Reducing Members' Exposure to Litigation
o

Consider a joint Institute/State CPA Society program to
address ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution) which might
include: a database on the status of ADR in all jurisdictions;
the incorporation of protective devices into accounting
practices;
and the development of
a closer
"working ”
relationship with AAA in influencing ADR legislation.

o

Jointly develop a medium whereby CPAs, particularly sole
practitioners, small and medium-sized firms, can obtain advice
and professional materials to help them in accepting and
structuring engagements, performing a "check” on prospective
clients; and obtaining a legal perspective on engagements.
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THRUST:

HELP MEMBERS MEET THE CHALLENGES OF A CHANGING ECONOMIC
AND DEMOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT.

Discussions to help members meet the challenges of a changing
economic and demographic environment led to a series of strategic
recommendations under the following topics.

STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INSTITUTE

Human Resources - Diversity and Quality of Life Concerns
o

Consider the establishment of a Human Resources Committee,
appropriately staffed and comprised of human resource profes
sionals to:
ccumulate,
a
interpret and disseminate information about
developments in the human resource area (i.e., give
institutional
recognition to the
significance and
importance of human resources);

provide assistance to members in the recognition and
effective utilization of the increasing diversity that is
influencing the personal and professional lives of those
in the accounting workplace.
ssist
a

in dealing with culturally diverse workforces;

gve
i
recognition of, and support to, new management
approaches and more diverse staff training;
-

assist members as they continue to struggle to balance
their quality of life concerns with the many diverse
aspects of their personal and professional lives; and

change the image of the profession regarding diversity
and quality of life concerns, such as flexible work
arrangements and sites.
Workload Compression

o

Continue to support efforts to address the various effects of
workload compression including the problems of seasonality and
the various ramifications that this workload "imbalance" has
in the tax practice area as well as for those performing
audits.

International Business - Opportunities and Challenges
o

Consider providing assistance to the U.S. Treasury Department
in the drafting of international economic treaties.
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o

Develop international outreach and exchange programs
foreign accounting organizations, firms and practices.

o

Assess members' positions regarding an international licensing
system; study results; and, if appropriate, initiate a dialog
with NASBA on the desirability and feasibility of a specific
framework for international regulation and licensing.

with

COLLABORATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE AICPA AND STATE CPA SOCIETIES
Human Resources - Diversity

o

Establish a collaborative Institute/state society board-level
task force on multicultural diversity to:

collaborate in jointly developing and funding a diversity
expert to develop a diversity model for the profession.
(Consider funding for the diversity efforts based on
organizations' membership counts — i.e. each participat
ing organization contributes $1 per member.)
-

expose the topic of diversity at various Institute and
state society conferences and meetings (e.g., MAP, PCP
and Leadership meetings, chapter meetings, etc.).
support continuation of the Institute's and
societies' Women and Family Issues Committees.

state

International Business - Opportunities and Challenges
o

Collaborate — by means of an existing AICPA committee or
appointment of a special AICPA/state CPA societies' committee
— with state CPA societies, international organizations,
large accounting firms and others, in addressing various
international issues.
This would include consideration of:

-

a program to assess members' positions regarding the
implementation of an international licensing system and
the development of international accounting and auditing
standards. Such a program should immediately address
uniformity in accounting and auditing standards among the
three North American nations (United States, Canada and
Mexico) including a study and dissemination of NAFTA
provisions for cross-border licensure between the United
States, Canada, and Mexico;
an international clearinghouse — situated and operated
by the Institute - for resource gathering and sharing on
international business practices and cultures;
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an international culture awareness program which includes
international resource kits and other materials to be
shared among and with state societies and others.

a communications effort to make sure that the public is
fully aware that CPAs are not only capable of performing,
but are in fact currently performing, in the internation
al (global) economy.
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THRUST:

DEVELOP A MAJOR FOCUS ON THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON THE
PROFESSION.

Discussions to develop a major focus on the impact of technology on
the profession led to a series of strategic recommendations under
the following topic.

STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INSTITUTE

Technology Strategic Planning
o

Develop and effectively implement a comprehensive strategic
technology plan which encompasses both an internal strategic
plan for the Institute as well as a external strategic plan
for Institute members. Such a plan should give consideration
to:
The development of alternative technological capabilities
for communicating with various constituencies with
primary consideration given to the development of a CPA
Network which could include: an Online Forum to exchange
information; member profiles; various technical, profes
sional and general databases; alerts; a fax-on-demand
service;
an electronic bulletin board with survey
capabilities; CD-ROMs for member dial-up; voice-mail and
electronic mailboxing systems; an executive summary
service and a status and/or bulletin system; as well as
options to be linked/affiliated with national network(s)
(e.g, CompuServe, Prodigy, Internet, etc.);

-

A national accreditation program managed by the AICPA for
an Information Technology Specialist designation.

-

The impact of information technologies on the Institute's
delivery systems.

-

The education materials for members on various technology
topics including CPE in the technology training area as
it relates to the attest function and other information.

-

Practice-based assistance to members (e.g., checklists as
well as other practical tools) to improve their under
standing and responding to technological developments as
well as their utilization of technology to improve the
efficiency and quality of managing their businesses.

-

Expansion of the distribution of the guide on technology
firms to include the Institute's entire membership.
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THRUST:

DEVELOP A QUALITY PROGRAM FOR THE AICPA.

Discussions to develop a quality program for the AICPA led to the
following recommendation.

STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INSTITUTE
TQM Program
o

Continue to pursue the establishment of a Total Quality
Management (TQM) program for the Institute by the continued
development and implementation of prototype applications in
areas in which there is high AICPA member contact.
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THRUST: RE-EVALUATE THE CURRENT STRUCTURE FOR STATE REGULATION.
Discussions concerning the re-evaluation of the current structure
of
state
regulation
led
to
a
series
of
collaborative
recommendations under the following topic.
COLLABORATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE AICPA AND STATE CPA SOCIETIES

A National CPA Certificate
o

Establish a "high-level" working group of Institute and state
society members and executives to study the concept of a
national CPA certificate issued by the Institute as well as
the
establishment
of
related
standards
for
ethics,
qualifications and performance. Among other items, this study
should include:
consideration of the benefits and boundaries regarding
state certification and regulation and whether the
current state system is still appropriate and necessary;
ethics, qualification and performance standards as well
as the need for experience and CPE requirements;

the implications on the 150-hour educational requirement;

the feasibility of a new broad national designation which
better reflects the broadening range of services CPAs
provide;
the opportunities and hazards associated with a national
CPA certificate;
-

efforts to continue the promotion of programs, legisla
tion and activities of the Institute and state CPA
societies which support the portability of the CPA
certificate among CPA jurisdictions;
consideration
specialists;

of

national

uniformity

for

licensing

projects to explore the certification of auditors at a
higher level than a CPA (e.g., a two-tier approach) which
include consideration of auditors as specialists; and

the involvement and experiences of state societies with
"two-tiered" licensing initiatives.
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IV: AICPA/STATE CPA SOCIETIES'
COLLABORATIVE ACTIVITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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A. Past Collaborative Efforts

Over the years, leaders of the Institute and state CPA societies
have collaborated on a variety of activities in common strategic
priority areas. In 1992, the National Planning Conference was
refocused to enhance these collaborative efforts and provide a
better basis for collaborative planning. At this meeting, recommen
dations for collaborative implementation were developed in the
areas of CPE, Member Services, Image/Communications and Advocacy.
Subsequent to the development of recommendations at the 1992
National Planning Conference, an AICPA/State CPA Society Collabora
tive Planning Subcommittee was appointed to develop and operate a
collaborative planning process and to assign and oversee the
implementation of the collaborative Institute/state CPA societies
actions in common strategic priority areas.

In March of 1993, the Subcommittee selected for implementation
those recommendations developed at the 1992 National Planning
Conference which were identified as offering the most potential for
success. These recommendations were assigned to relevant Institute
staff for evaluation and feedback regarding their implementation.
B. 1994 AICPA/State CPA Societies' Workshop on Strategic Planning

In addition to these ongoing collaborative efforts, a Workshop on
Strategic Planning for state CPA societies was conducted in July.
At this workshop, participants, which included representatives from
twenty-nine state CPA societies, developed specific recommendations
for the AICPA and state CPA societies to pursue collaboratively to
address emerging and future challenges facing CPAs, their employ
ers, the Institute, and state CPA societies.

Various background information was utilized which included: a
summary of discussions held at the Spring Meeting of the AICPA
Council for the purpose of evaluating changes to the Institute's
strategic plan in light of developments facing the profession;
preliminary results of a joint AICPA/State CPA Societies' Strategic
Planning Survey on members needs and expectations; a summary of
current Institute activities; and a report entitled "A Common View
of the Future” presenting assumptions about the future shared by
the AICPA and state CPA societies as developed at an April 1994
meeting of the Strategic Planning Committee, Collaborative Planning
Subcommittee, state CPA society representatives and other invited
guests.
C. Collaborative Recommendations

Discussions on the results of the workshop deliberations were held
at the Strategic Planning Committee's August meeting. These
discussions led to a series of collaborative recommendations.
Certain of these collaborative recommendations naturally fell under
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existing strategic thrusts. These appear on pages 21-36. Those
collaborative recommendations which did not relate directly to an
existing strategic thrust appear in this section under the
following topics:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Member Participation, Recruitment and Retention
Joint Ventures/Strategic Alliances
Peer Review/Quality Review
Public Policy and Public Office
Strategic Planning
Leadership

The following
collaborative
recommendations,
developed and implemented, should:

if

effectively

o

strengthen the long-term commitment to the development and
implementation of ways of sharing responsibilities (e.g., co
funding,
co-development,
co-implementation)
between
the
Institute and state CPA societies in common strategic priority
areas;

o

place additional emphasize on the need for greater collabora
tion;

o

advance the interests of the profession, the Institute's
membership and the memberships of state CPA societies;

o

strengthen efforts to reduce duplicative services; and

o

create the most efficient and cost effective manner to deliver
services to members of the Institute and state CPA societies.
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ADDITIONAL COLLABORATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS BY TOPIC AREAS
WHICH DO NOT ADDRESS THE TEN STRATEGIC THRUSTS OF THE INSTITUTE
Member Participation, Recruitment and Retention
o

Develop "young CPA" programs to meet the needs of younger
members which place emphasis on efforts to recruit, retain and
motivate younger CPAs. This would include: methods, such as
focus groups, sporting events, school activities (K-12) and
other "novel” approaches directed toward determining the
needs, expectations and views of younger CPAs; public service
programs, mentoring (e.g., boss to staff); efforts to increase
younger CPA participation in Institute and state society
activities with a particular emphasis on CPAs not in public
practice; communications with managing partners to encourage
staff participation in professional activities; and the
development of lifestyle programs and college student member
ship/ affiliation programs for the state CPA societies that do
not have such programs (e.g., videos, etc.).

o

Increase volunteer opportunities through the creation of
alternative methods of participation such as single or one
time and other short-term or alternative participation
opportunities, video conferences, and town hall meetings where
members in the cities where committee meetings are held are
invited to attend such meetings.

o

Broadly educate or re-educate highly qualified members and
their employers on the benefits of being involved in AICPA and
State CPA Society activities.

Joint Ventures/Strategic Alliances
o

Develop additional joint ventures and strategic alliances with
professional and industry organizations and associations as
well as others so as to develop additional member projects,
services and resources which enhance the Institute's and state
CPA societies' offerings to members and reduce the risks of
losing members and dues to other organizations. This would
include efforts to develop and implement more "summit
meetings" at which greater collaboration is obtained between
the Institute, state societies, other accounting groups, other
groups with specialty designations, international and foreign
organizations, as well as state boards.

o

Carefully explore strategic alliances with other professional
organizations such as the Appraisal Society of America and the
Institute of Management Accountants for the purposes of
addressing specialization and other relevant concerns.
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Peer Review/Oualitv Review

o

Work together to have AICPA Council members and Institute
leaders explain to state societies the value of review
programs and to assist state societies in contacting firms for
a post-review study which ascertains their satisfaction with
the review, accumulates 11 success stories" and identifies CPAs
who are willing to be used as references by other CPA firms
that may have concerns about the programs.

Public Policy and Public Office
o

Work together to promote the organized profession's positions
on major public policy issues through various methods such as
public policy positions, policy statements, informed debate
and other measures which will enhance the image of the
profession, promote the CPA's leadership role in public
service, and serve the "public good". Such efforts should:

emphasize public policy concerns more at the state level
than at the federal level; and
-

o

include
collaboration
in
sponsoring
independent
cost/benefit analyses and studies on social reform
issues. As a fist step, consider establishing the need to
reform the educational system as a public issue for which
the accounting profession is qualified to address.

Set up programs which show younger CPAs how to get involved in
politics and governing bodies and promote CPAs for public
office
(e.g.,
IRS Commissioner,
state auditors,
etc.).
Consideration should be given to the development of a rating
system (perhaps based on the current ABA model) in which the
accounting profession rates candidates for various public
offices at levels of government (federal, state and local).

Strategic Planning
o

Collaborate in sustaining the AICPA/State CPA Societies'
Workshop on Strategic Planning through various communications
efforts and other collaborative planning efforts at various
meetings, such as CPA/SEA and AICPA Member Roundtables.

o

Jointly redefine a shared vision of the future for the
profession from a client-service perspective which makes
members aware of what the future may hold, the breadth and
depth of potential future developments and the impact future
issues may have on "the bottom line."
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Leadership

o

Undertake collaborative efforts to improve member leadership
training and development activities. This should include
consideration of an “executives on loan" program.
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D. Implementation of 1993-94 Collaborative Programs
During the 1993-94 Committee year, the Committee continued its
current efforts to implement the following programs deemed feasible
by the Collaborative Planning Subcommittee.
o

A National Database of Members

A steering group has been developed to determine if it is
operationally feasible to create a national database of AICPA
and state society members by expanding the Institute's
membership database. To make this determination, the group
undertook a survey of the state societies so as to define the
parameters of the database and determine the interest level of
the state societies as well as the scope of the database.
Currently, the group is analyzing the survey results and
continuing to discuss various aspects of the database project
including the expected timetable for this recommendation.
o

Key Person Decentralization
This proposal, which called for enhancing the AICPA Key Person
Program so as to encourage state CPA societies to become more
actively involved in key person activities, is essentially
completed. State societies assumed additional responsibilities
for the management and coordination of the Federal Key Person
Program. In addition, a Key Person training program has been
instituted; information is being sent directly to state CPA
societies' paid lobbyists; a formal recommendation has been
made for the state societies to consider a committee structure
within their states to help evaluate political contributions;
and plans have been put into place for addressing the issue of
ineffective key persons.

o

Identify and Speak Out on National Issues and Collaborative
Communications Tools
The
Institute's
Communications
staff
has
conducted
a
collaborative communications survey of the state CPA societies
regarding communication action items developed during a series
of regional planning meetings. Survey results indicated that
the top two action items identified by the state societies did
not differ significantly from the recommendations outlined by
the Subcommittee.
The Communication Division also regularly
develops communications resources for the state societies as
well as tools that support some of the more critical issues
confronting the profession.

o

A National Employee Referral Database

This recommendation was completed on June 2, 1994 when a new
service called "CPA Job Bank" became operational. This new
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national employment database service utilizes a toll-free
number which allows members seeking new career opportunities
to include their resumes in the database for a fee and enables
members looking for new employees to have access to the
information for a fee. To date, 26 state societies have agreed
to participate in this program.

o

An AICPA/State CPA Societies' Warehouse of Publications
This recommendation calls for the development of a system
which includes the major publications and newsletters of the
Institute and state CPA societies as well as other reports on
various topics. The Institute's Publications Staff undertook
preliminary discussions of two possibilities in this area: the
consolidation of publications warehousing, order and shipping
services and the development of a catalogue listing principal
AICPA and state CPA society publications that have a national
appeal. Responses received from state CPA societies indicate
that there is not enough interest in either of these initia
tives to warrant further effort at this time.

o

AICPA/State CPA Society Collaborative Member Affinity Programs

This recommendation — approved by both the CPA/SEA Board and
the AICPA Board of Directors — is for a program to offer
members externally-produced products and services at a reduced
cost and a program whereby the Institute and state CPA
societies can collaboratively offer members savings, reducing
duplicative and overlapping services. To date, several state
CPA societies are participating in the existing Airborne
express program. Group buying programs for paper products,
business forms, mailroom system services, and auto leasing and
loans are expected to be operational in the near future.
o

Portfolio Management

A Collaborative Investment Program Committee was appointed to
address the recommendation for the development of one or more
collective investment funds to be offered to state CPA
societies. After considerable analysis, the Committee has
recommended not to go forward with this recommendation.
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APPENDIX A

A SUMMARY OF CURRENT INSTITUTE PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
STRATIFIED UNDER OBJECTIVES
Introduction

Following are the major current activities of the Institute which
address the Institute's six objectives. This information contains
only major activities; it does not present a complete listing of
all existing Institute activities. Although these major activities
have been included under specific AICPA objectives, many may apply
to more than one objective.
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OBJECTIVE NO. 1:

RECRUITMENT AND EDUCATION
ENCOURAGES HIGHLY QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS —
WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, SEX,
AGE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, DISABILITY, OR MARITAL
STATUS — TO BECOME CPAs AND PROMOTES THE
AVAILABILITY OF OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC PROGRAMS.

Scope of Objective
The Institute recognizes its important role in encouraging high
school and college students, without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, age, national origin, disability, or marital status,
to enter the accounting profession.
This objective suggests that
recruiting programs emphasize the creative and important roles
played by CPAs in our society.
Cooperation with educational
institutions is essential in ensuring that academic programs are
meeting the needs of students and the profession alike.

MAJOR CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA

Significant efforts are undertaken to attract highly qualified
individuals into the profession and at the same time to promote
outstanding academic programs.
Recruitment efforts are designed to position the profession as
offering diversity in work and career paths so as to attract
qualified candidates into accounting careers,
including non
accounting graduates (i.e., liberal arts majors) and other nontraditional candidates.
These efforts include accounting career
guides, recruitment and marketing videos, a clearinghouse for
recruitment materials, accounting career conferences, and model
recruitment programs to assist state CPA societies.

The Women and Family Issues Executive Committee seeks to influence
the accounting profession to affect the necessary changes for
developing and retaining a more competitive workforce such that
women will achieve meaningful professional success and a balance
among
personal,
family,
and
professional
responsibilities.
Activities include:
surveys regarding men and women in the
profession and "family friendly” policy initiatives; conferences,
(e.g., June 1994 conference on "Achieving a Balance in the
Accounting Workplace: Gender Upward Mobility, Work and Family"); a
Resource Database on Women and Family Issues in the Accounting
Workplace;
a
State Society Liaison Network,
to
facilitate
communications among the state societies and between the AICPA and
the societies; and presentations to the Board of Directors on
various issues such as gender awareness. The AICPA's Washington
office also undertakes efforts in this area to identify, monitor
and comment on legislation concerning women and family issues and
arrange presentations throughout the profession.
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Furthermore, assistance is provided to students studying in
accounting, including scholarship programs for doctoral fellows and
minority students. A new enhancement to the scholarships program
is the implementation of a mentoring program titled "Partnerships
for Success" which is intended to develop and maintain a "one on
one" program of involvement between a CPA and a minority
scholarship recipient.
Through the various efforts of the
Minorities Initiatives Committee, such as career awareness days,
promotional materials, and a new accounting career guide titled
"Accounting:
The One Degree with 360 Degrees of Opportunities,"
young minorities are encouraged to prepare themselves for careers
as CPAs and public accounting firms and others are encouraged to
take special affirmative action to recruit and promote qualified
members of minority groups.
In addition, the Committee is
developing an interactive accounting computer module for use with
programs designed to attract high-achieving minority high school
students into business and accounting programs.
An Accreditation Task Force monitors the accreditation process and
recommends
appropriate
actions.
The
Academic
and
Career
Development Division develops programs in support of the Accounting
Education Change Commission's recommendations for improving the
education process and encourages colleges and universities to offer
accounting programs designed to prepare new CPAs through up-to-date
curricula and to emphasize high quality teaching. Efforts in these
areas include:
CPE Programs for Educators; mini-conferences on
accounting
curricula
and
pedagogy;
project
guidelines
for
Accountants/CPAs who serve as classroom volunteers; ProfessorPractitioner Involvement Kits and Case Development Programs; and an
Outstanding Accounting Educators Program to emphasize teaching
quality.

The 150-Hour Education Requirement Committee, CPE workshops, and a
Curriculum Implementation Handbook are all part of the effort to
work with
licensing
jurisdictions
for
the
acceptance
and
implementation of a post-baccalaureate requirement in order to
ensure expansion of programs in accounting.
Ongoing relations are maintained with various organizations, such
as the American Accounting Association (AAA), the American Assembly
of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), and the Federation of
Schools of Accountancy (FSA), in connection with the development of
graduate programs in accountancy.

The Academic and Career Development Executive Committee and its
subcommittees undertake various activities related to accounting
education. These include a strategic plan to aid in improving the
education process and a working group to monitor the implementation
of activities that address the objectives of the AICPA's Position
Statement on Accounting Education.
In addition,
surveys of
accounting education, including supply and demand surveys and a
quinquennial Statistical Survey of Accounting Education, are also
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conducted to provide statistical information on recruitment and
other subjects.
Recruitment and education also involves various
communications projects and products (e.g., the FYI newsletter),
conferences, seminars and award programs.
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CERTIFICATION AND LICENSING

OBJECTIVE NO. 2:

PROMOTES UNIFORM CERTIFICATION AND LICENSING
STANDARDS FOR CPAs AT THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE
LEVEL.

Scope of Objective

Specifies the AICPA's role in the credentialling process for CPAs.
This includes preparation, administration, and grading of the
Uniform CPA Examination.
It also addresses the desirability of an
ongoing AICPA effort in cooperation with State Boards and State
Societies to promote the adoption of uniform and high level
requirements governing the issuance of the CPA certificate.
MAJOR CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA

The central activities
state licensing.

involve the uniform CPA examination and

The Board of Examiners is responsible for the preparation and
grading of the examination with oversight by the CPA Examination
Review Board operating on behalf of state boards through the
National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA).
The
Board of Examiners continually monitors examination content,
preparation,
production,
validity
and
grading
of
the
CPA
examination and the Institute regularly conducts a practice
analysis study to survey CPAs in public practice so as to identify
work activities and the knowledge and skills needed to perform
those activities.
An annual NASBA evaluation of the Uniform CPA
Examination is also conducted as are Annual Reports to Boards of
Accountancy. In addition, an Advance Planning Task Force has been
appointed to prepare for the orderly development of the CPA exam
through 1999. The Task Force has developed a plan to convert the
CPA Exam to computer adaptive testing. Initial steps to implement
the plan have been approved by the Board of Directors.

Efforts concerning the 150-hour educational requirement for entry
into the profession include the activities of the 15O-Hour
Education Requirement Committee directed toward the enactment of
the 150-hour requirement as a prerequisite to licensing.
Additional programs include: efforts by the Conference Committee on
Uniformity of Regulation to achieve a balanced approach to the
regulation of the accounting profession; the AICPA-NASBA Conference
on State Regulation of the Profession; the efforts of the Uniform
Accountancy Act Task Force; ongoing efforts with NASBA; as well as
the State Legislation Committee, and various state organizations,
encouraging adoption of the Uniform Accountancy Act to achieve
uniformity in accountancy laws throughout all 54 jurisdictions.
The Institute supports the efforts of NASBA and works with state
CPA societies to get the best qualified people on state boards of
accountancy.
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The AICPA Council has mandated that any accreditation programs
approved by the AICPA board of directors be submitted to council
for final approval. Under this new approach, there are specific
examinations,
experience requirements for accreditation,
and
continuing professional education requirements. This new approach
also calls for development of a plan that demonstrates how the new
credential will be self-supporting.
The Institute also pursues efforts at international reciprocity
including activities to develop an examination that would qualify
foreign accountants to practice as CPAs in the U.S. and CPAs to
practice outside of the U.S.. In addition, the Institute and NASBA
jointly established the United States International Qualification
Appraisal Board (US-IQAB) to assist state boards of accountancy
with advice on how to deal with foreign applicants and to work with
countries wishing to create reciprocal licensure agreements.
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OBJECTIVE NO. 3:

STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE

PROVIDES STANDARDS,
SETS REQUIREMENTS AND
ASSISTS MEMBERS IN CONTINUALLY IMPROVING THEIR
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, PERFORMANCE, AND EXPER
TISE AND MONITORS PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE TO
ENFORCE PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS AND REQUIRE
MENTS.
Scope of Objective
This objective addresses the key role that the Institute plays in
promulgating standards and setting requirements for continually
improving professional conduct, performance, and expertise; in
monitoring professional performance
to
enforce professional
standards
and
requirements;
and
in
assisting
members
in
continuously improving their professional expertise.
A condition of membership in the AICPA is mandatory minimum
continuing professional education as a requirement for continually
improving the professional competence of members.
Another
requirement is that members in public practice participate in the
quality review program or the peer review program of the Division
for CPA Firms.
This also encompasses the development of
requirements for practice by members in such specialized areas as
tax and SEC practice.

This objective also pertains to the key role the Institute
undertakes in monitoring professional performance to enforce
professional standards as an aid for continual improvement in
performance.
It also imposes a responsibility on all members to
permit various kinds of monitoring of professional performance and
implies that AICPA oversight responsibility extends substantially
beyond the policy of responding to problems that are brought to the
Institute's attention. Indeed, it requires that the Institute have
a broader and more active responsibility for oversight even when no
immediate evidence of professional failure exists.

This objective also encompasses the necessity of the Institute to
help members to continually improve their professional expertise
and operate at the cutting edge of their profession.
Integral
parts of this effort include an extensive AICPA library, a
publishing program and efforts to utilize new information
technologies by developing data bases and information retrieval
systems for use by members.
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MAJOR CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA

Standards. Membership Requirements and Assistance
Standards of professional conduct and performance are provided for
auditing, accounting, taxation, MAS, and ethics and, a Code of
Professional Conduct for members in industry has been effected.
The Auditing Standards Board issues Statements on Auditing
Standards and related interpretations, auditing procedure studies,
audit guides, risk alerts and monographs.
Although the Financial
Accounting
Standards Board is responsible
for promulgating
Financial Accounting Standards in the accounting area, members are
provided with statements of position, practice bulletins, issues
papers, as well as accounting guides, all of which are provided by
the Accounting Standards Executive Committee.
The Accounting and
Review Services Committee develops procedures and standards of
reporting by CPAs on the types of Accounting and Review Services
the AICPA may render in connection with unaudited financial
statements. Statements on standards for MAS are also issued by the
Institute as well as practice aids, special projects and reports,
and surveys.

In the financial reporting area, the Institute continues to make
progress in implementing the recommendations of the National
Commission on Fraudulent Financial Reporting (the "Treadway”
Commission). The AICPA has also undertaken a broad initiative to
improve the financial reporting system, to expand efforts to detect
fraud, and to sanction auditors for professional misconduct was
launched in June 1993. This program was presented by the Board of
Directors in a statement titled "Meeting The Financial Reporting
Needs of the Future:
A Public Commitment From the Accounting
Profession."
In addition, the Special Committee on Financial Reporting and its
various
subcommittees
have
completed
the
development
of
recommendations to improve financial reporting. The Committee's
three-year study in this area has been extensive and comprehensive
and has included research on users' needs and a survey of 1,200
investors and creditors in order to analyze the implications of the
survey results on the Committee's financial reporting model. The
Committee's work has been reported in a booklet published in
November 1993,
The Information Needs of Investors and Creditors.
The Committee has also addressed the role of the auditor with
respect to meeting user needs in the context of a new external
reporting model which has been developed.
This new external
reporting model
includes
significant
non-financial business
information.
The Committee has developed and is carrying out a
plan to make various constituencies fully aware of its activities
and processes and to receive input on its work.
The Special
Committee has released its final report ("Improving Business
Reporting - A Customer Focus, Meeting the Information Needs of
Investors and Creditors") which makes specific recommendations for
improving the relevance and usefulness of U.S. business reporting.
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To initiate and conduct activities to achieve serious consideration
of the Special Committee's recommendations, the Board of Directors
has established an AICPA Coordinating Committee.

In the audit area, the AICPA's Auditing Standards Division conducts
conferences, such as the 1993 Audit Assurance 2000 Conference, to
discuss the future of the audit/assurance function (AA function).
This recent conference was sponsored by the large accounting firms
and the AICPA's Private Companies Practice Section for the purpose
of analyzing the current status of the AA function and developing
a broad plan for shaping its future.
The conference participants
concluded that the AA function should be redefined to include
providing assurance on the reliability or relevance of information
or an information process that is the responsibility of another
party.
In addition, a Special Committee on Assurance Services has been
established to develop a strategic plan for an expanded assurance
function,
which
examines
the
certifying
of
non-financial
information and acts as a catalyst for change.
In addition to standard setting, the Institute, through the Ethics
Division, provides the Code of Ethics - which offers rules of
professional conduct - related rulings and interpretations, and
ethics
courses,
as
well
as
publications
research,
and
communications programs.
The Ethics Division regularly conducts
investigations of alleged variances from the rules of conduct which
may result in referrals to the Joint Trial Board.
The Institute
also works with cooperating participating state CPA societies under
the Joint Ethics Enforcement Program (JEEP) to eliminate duplicate
investigations of the same complaint.

The AICPA Council recently approved a resolution to allow non-CPA
employers to hold equity interests in CPA firms under certain
conditions.

Until passage of the Plan to Restructure Professional Standards,
Institute requirements for maintaining members'
professional
competence were voluntary.
However, CPE is now required for all
members, as is practice monitoring for all members in public
practice.
After the year 2000, those entering the AICPA and the
profession will have to complete a 150-hour education program.
The AICPA's continuing professional education (CPE) program continually
updated
to
include
new
considerations
(e.g.,
international practice, technology, etc.) and various specialty
areas - presents opportunities to participate in conferences,
seminars, video programs, training schools and self-study programs
on a range of topics.
A recent example is the self-study CPE
course on selected readings for financial executives being produced
by a Task Force on Non-Financial Performance Measures. To enhance
this and other CPE efforts, the Institute has appointed a new CPE
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Board of Management — reporting directly to the Board of Directors
— to replace the existing CPE Executive Committee.
In addition,
the Institute has created a National CPE Curriculum
of the AICPA as a guide designed to assist CPAs in course selection
and a new subscription service called CPE Direct which offers CPE
credits by reading Journal of Accountancy articles and successfully
completing quarterly study guides.

Certificate of Educational Achievement Programs continue to be
developed. Recent efforts include programs in Financial Management,
Governmental Accounting and Auditing, PFP, Tax Planning, Advisory
for Closely-Held Businesses and Business Valuations.
To assist members in continuously improving their professional
expertise, the Institute provides a wide array of Institute
publications to address the informational needs of CPAs in general
as well as the needs of those who practice in specialty areas. The
AICPA library provides informational assistance — phone, letter,
and in-person inquiries.
The Technical Information Services
Division provides assistance on technical matters.
To help public practitioners serve their clients and maintain highquality practices, the Institute offers the Integrated Practice
System which is a comprehensive system of engagement manuals,
software and training designed to help CPA firms conduct highquality, efficient accounting and auditing engagements.
Services and assistance is also provided by various membership
divisions/sections. This includes the Management of an Accounting
Practice program (MAP) , now encompassed in the PCP area, which
provides booklets and other various types of assistance to CPA
firms as well as various efforts to focus on start-up firms (e.g.,
publication of the book "On Your Own"); to give consideration to
new services for sole practitioners, and to assist firms in their
efforts to understand and to implement consolidation plans.

As for the concerns of smaller firms, a Small Firm Advisory
Committee supported by the Private Companies Practice Executive
Committee has been established to represent and act as an advocate
in all areas of practice for firms with no more than ten
professionals.
The Members in Industry Executive Committee serves the needs of
members in industry through such efforts as the first annual AICPA
Outstanding CPA in Business and Industry Award Program. To further
serve the needs of industry members and other constituents
interested in management accounting, the Members in Industry
Executive Committee —
in conjunction with the Management
Accounting Executive Committee — is developing a strategic plan.
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The Management Accounting Executive Committee raises members'
understanding of management accounting and assists members in all
disciplines to improve their management accounting skills. Efforts
in this area include: surveys focusing on management accounting
practices and concerns of the 21st century,
best practices
benchmarking studies to improve the productivity of financial
management functions; conferences, such as the first ever AICPA
Financial Managers' Symposium initiated by the Members in Industry
Executive Committee; publications such as the Financial Manager's
Report; and a divisional project on "the new finance” — an
examination of the need for fundamental revision of the current
internal management reporting model.

The PFP Division serves members in the personal financial planning
field. This includes a recently developed white paper on removing
barriers to becoming a PFS as well as the appointment of several
task forces to: (1) structure a program for holding national open
forums/town meetings for CPA financial planners; (2) revise an
issue brief on "fee-only” financial planning; and (3) develop
further the idea of holding a summit meeting with representatives
of other financial planning organizations, consumer groups and
regulators. Furthermore, the PFP Executive Committee is performing
basic research on the public's perceptions of financial planning,
the CPA's role as financial planners, and a marketing plan to
increase the awareness of CPAs as the premier providers of PFP
services.
The Management Consulting Services Division provides referrals,
practice aides and other assistance (e.g., AT&T/AICPA Partners for
Growth Alliance) to members of the Division. This includes a
Consulting Education Task Force to maintain a working relationship
between the CPE Division and the Management Consulting Services
Division.
The Tax Division provides guidelines,
checklists,
technical
programs and committees, publications, symposia, surveys, software
and other services and products to assist members of the Division.
The Information Technology Membership Section assists in raising
members' understanding and application of technology by assisting
them in all disciplines to improve their technology skills and
improve their effective use of technology.
This effort includes
the provision of a variety of audit and productivity software
packages designed especially for CPAs.
In addition,
the
Information Technology Executive Committee works with IFAC to
address the impact of technology on the accounting profession.
Moreover, selected readings, practice aids, technology bulletins
and alerts, conferences, roundtables, seminars and numerous surveys
of the membership are all provided to assist members in improving
their professional expertise.
Various subcommittees in this area
are currently working on projects in areas such as executive
information systems, EDI, client/server computing and security.
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New this year are AICPA "Power Packs," a series of three to five
one-day seminars covering topics on government, accounting, and
auditing.
These seminars are offered in conjunction with many
state societies.
Monitoring

Various programs monitor professional performance to enforce
professional standards and to assist members in continually
improving
their
performance.
Current
activities
involve
professional ethics programs and quality review and practice
monitoring programs for AICPA and state society members engaged in
public practice.
Additionally, specific efforts at improving
quality in the performance of professional services are underway in
the tax area and in PFP.
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OBJECTIVE NO. 4:

COMMUNICATIONS

PROMOTES PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN THE INTEGRITY,
OBJECTIVITY, COMPETENCE, AND PROFESSIONALISM
OF AICPA MEMBERS AND THE QUALITY OF THE
SERVICES THEY PERFORM.

Scope of Objective
The objective addresses the responsibility of the Institute in
communicating to the public the varied and high quality functions
of CPAs and the benefit of CPA services and activities, including
the extent and effectiveness of self-regulation.

MAJOR CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA
The Institute has a communications strategic plan — based on
extensive research — to enhance efforts at communicating with
members and promoting public confidence in CPAs' professionalism
and competency and in the services they perform.
Significant
communications efforts are directed toward educating members about
quality improvement in performing professional services; stressing
integrity and objectivity to the public, regulators, legislators
and others; helping firms develop information on the need for
adherence to the concepts of integrity and objectivity so they can
project this understanding to the business community and the
general public; and strengthening the programs that emphasize
ethics and integrity as good business.
These and other
communications strategies are accomplished through a variety of
communications vehicles; public opinion surveys; press releases;
newsclip service; media briefings; conferences; liaisons with
Congress, federal departments, agencies and regulatory bodies;
roundtables and seminars; special events and publicity activities;
a far-reaching internal communications program; public services
activities (including radio and TV placements as well as award
programs) and assistance to members, CPA firms, state societies,
and related organizations.

A Communications Audit Team has been developed to evaluate the
quality and usefulness of what is sent to members and others.
Its
primary focus is on communications pieces generated annually in
four areas: CPE, Outside Vendors, Publications Division, and Others
(e.g., conference promotions, and membership section mailings).
The Communications Division also regularly develops communications
resources for the state societies as well as tools that support
some of the more critical issues confronting the profession.
Currently,
the
Division
and
several
state
societies
are
participating in a test of the Institute's new public relations
electronic bulletin board enabling two-way communications between
the Institute and state societies.
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The Communications Division is embarking upon a new national
communications initiative to aggressively generate awareness and
understanding of the appropriate and unique value of a CPA.

Furthermore, in 1994, the Journal of Accountancy began a new
feature titled "FOCUS ON" in which questions on a current topic are
asked of experts in the field as well as a new feature called "IN
MY OPINION" offering editorial opinions from members, and a new
series on presentations on how the accounting profession might look
in the next century.

The Membership Recruitment & Retention Task Force and the
Communications Division are undertaking efforts to communicate the
advantages and opportunities of AICPA membership which include
redesigned Institute direct mail recruiting literature featuring a
design more appealing to the "X Generation", member testimonials
and a CPE incentive for joining the Institute.
Finally, the Management Accounting Executive Committee recently
formed a task force to implement action plans related to state
society communications.
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ADVOCACY

OBJECTIVE NO. 5:

SERVES AS THE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE OP CPAs
TO GOVERNMENT, REGULATORY BODIES, AND OTHER
ORGANIZATIONS.

Scope of Objective
The objective addresses the Institute's role as spokesperson for
the views of CPAs in dealing with rule-making, standard-setting,
and legislative bodies as well as its role as liaison with state
CPA societies, public interest groups, and other professional
organizations.
MAJOR CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA

The AICPA takes an active role as the national representative of
CPAs to government and various other bodies. At the federal level,
the Institute's efforts include support to Congressional candidates
who are oriented to the concerns of the profession; participation,
when appropriate, with coalition groups to address specific federal
legislative and regulatory concerns; maintenance of extensive
legislative and regulatory liaison programs with Congress, federal
departments and regulatory agencies, the GAO; surveys; and the
development of positions on public policy issues important to the
profession and the business community it services.
In addition,
the Institute operates with state CPA societies a recently enhanced
federal key person program to provide grassroots support of the
profession's federal legislative efforts.
The Institute also
continues to advocate improvement in federal financial management
and to aggressively resist unwarranted regulation for services
currently performed by CPAs.
At the state level, Institute efforts include Area Planning
Subcommittees for the dissemination of legislative information and
the encouragement of cooperation among state CPA societies and the
AICPA on state legislative matters; sponsorship of conferences on
state legislative issues and state regulation of the profession;
legislative analyses, briefing papers, advice, counsel, testimony
and other support services to state CPA societies; interaction with
the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy to enhance
the relationship between the profession and state boards; and
efforts to work with state CPA societies to get the best qualified
people on state boards and to lobby for adequate state board funds
for enforcement.

Other efforts in this area include maintenance of relations with
standard-setting
bodies
and
other
organizations;
various
conferences, seminars, and roundtables as well as Washington tax
activities.
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OBJECTIVE NO. 6:

ADJUSTING TO CHANGE

ASSISTS MEMBERS IN UNDERSTANDING AND ADJUSTING
TO CHANGES IN THE WORLDWIDE ECONOMIC AND
POLITICAL
AS
WELL
AS
TECHNOLOGICAL
ENVIRONMENTS.
Scope of Objective
The objective expresses the Institute's obligation to serve as an
evaluator of worldwide as well as national and local trends and as
a lookout for threats and opportunities which members and the
profession will face.
It also addresses the need to consider
issues likely to face the profession and the need for the
development and communication of a systematic, flexible and
regularly updated plan for the future.

MAJOR CURRENT ACTIVITIES OF AICPA

The Institute engages in a rigorous forward-looking strategic
planning program to map out future directions for the Institute to
pursue to accomplish its objectives.
In addition to the planning
process itself, this forward-looking program includes a trend
monitoring system which works to identify emerging issues and
trends of potential significance to the Institute and the
profession. Also, for the first time, the Institute has undertaken
planning efforts involving collaboration between the Institute and
state societies in the development of a common set of planning
assumptions about the future and in a joint AICPA/State Societies'
strategic planning survey which collect data on the needs and
expectations of our joint membership. Efforts are also underway to
more directly involve the state societies in the identification of
issues of potential significance to the profession; assist state
societies in developing or enhancing strategic planning programs;
and identifying and implementing actions in common strategic
planning areas.
To encourage state CPA societies to utilize the Institute's future
issues and strategic planning information in their mailings and
newsletters, the Institute features presentations in the Journal of
Accountancy and other Institute publications.

Current AICPA programs address a range of developments in various
environments. The issue of unreasonable legal liability is a major
focus of the Institute. Through the Accountants' Legal Liability
Subcommittee
and
other
activities,
the
Institute
supports
legislation to establish proportionate liability, to eliminate
punitive damages and to establish a privity standard.
Support is
also given to the maintenance of relationships with organizations
(e.g., the Coalition to Eliminate Abusive Securities) and state CPA
societies so as to find relief from unreasonable litigation. In the
area of alternative dispute resolutions, the Litigation Services
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Subcommittee is exploring the need to educate CPAs on meditation
standards developed by a coalition of the American Bar Association,
the
American Arbitration
Association,
and
the
Society
of
Professionals in Dispute Resolution. In addition, the Subcommittee
has created a video focusing on defining all the elements of the
legal liability issue.
Members' environmental concerns are addressed through a variety of
activities including: roundtables on environmental accounting and
auditing; the development of an accounting guide on this subject;
a review of accounting literature to determine if alterations are
needed to reflect emerging environmental issues; efforts with the
Canadian Institute of CAs to develop an environmental consulting
manual for internal and external consultants; and efforts with the
Environmental Protection Agency and other organizations to create
a national agenda for change in accounting and capital budgeting
for environmental costs.
Through the International Trade Agreements Task Force of the
Government Affairs Committee and other activities, the Institute
addresses international issues.
Recent activities have included
"Professional Accounting in Foreign Countries" (a series of books),
the incorporation of international considerations into relevant CPE
programs, the appointment of an Academic and Career Development
Task Force to study the impact of business globalization on
accounting curricula and to explore means to assist educators in
adding an international dimension to their curricula; and continued
Institute participation in international forums such as the World
Congress of Accountants and the International Accounting Standards
Committee.

Moreover, MAP Committee and other Institute efforts help firms
improve the quality of practice management, and provide information
to practitioners on recruitment, personnel, and human resource
practices, including information on screening, hiring and retaining
employees, as well as the quality of life considerations of those
individuals in the accounting profession.
As for issues of concern to small firms, a Small Firm Advisory
Committee supported by the Private Companies Practice Executive
Committee has been established to represent and act as an advocate
in all areas of practice for firms with no more than ten
professionals.
The impact of various communications and information technologies
on the membership and the Institute is addressed through the
efforts of the Information Technology Membership Section and the
Information Technology Executive Committee which help raise
members' understanding and application of technologies by assisting
them in improving their technology skills and their effective use
of technology. Section efforts include a Practices Subcommittee to
concentrate on Section operations; a proposal from CompuServe
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Information Network to establish a national on-line "Accountants'
Forum"; a task force to develop a competency model with base
information technology knowledge and skills for CPAs; and INFOROM,
a software directory offered to Section members.

The numerous evolving issues in the profession for which the
Institute has responded include:
seasonality, practices issues,
health care concerns, internal control issues, fraud prevention and
protection, and derivative financial instruments.
Efforts to address the issues of seasonality and workload encompass
the
activities
and
legislative
campaigns
of
the
Workload
Compression Task Force. Various practices issues are addressed
through the Professional Issues Task Force which is responsible for
accumulating and considering practice issues that appear to present
audit concerns for practitioners.

Health care concerns are addressed through the AICPA Health Care
Reform Task Force which has recently recommended to Congress that
health care reform costs be included in the federal budget.
Various internal control issues are addressed through the reporting
on Internal Control Task Force while fraud prevention and
protection concerns are addressed through the SECPS Detection and
Prevention of Fraud Task Force which, among other efforts, is
analyzing closed QCIC Cases and SEC Accounting and Auditing
Enforcement Releases and other fraud studies to capture relevant
data) . In addition, a Board-approved task force has been created to
consider whether the guidance in SAS No. 53, The Auditor's
Responsibility to Detect and Report Errors and Irregularities,
should be revised.

In the area of financial derivatives, the AICPA has developed six
common-sense questions for boards of directors to ask about their
organization's activities in
derivative financial instruments.
The answers to those questions will assess how well derivative
activities are managed and controlled in their organization.
To remain relevant, the Institute also undertakes numerous surveys
to identify and satisfy member needs.
The Institute has also
established an internal products and services staff resource group
to enhance the process by which the Institute's products and
services are developed and delivered. Among the many products and
services serving members' needs are the insurance, retirement and
long-term care programs, as well as member affinity programs
including recent successes with Airborne Express, AON Insurance
Services, Dell Corporation, Hertz, Marine Midland, Prudential,
Xerox and Sprint.

In addition, an AICPA/State CPA Society Employment Referral
Service/Database (CPA Job Bank) has been developed and a national
database of Institute and state CPA society members is under
consideration.
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